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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This report is issued to assist the Authority in discharging its responsibilities in relation to the 
internal audit activity.  

1.2 The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards also require the Chief Audit Executive (known in 
this context as the Internal Audit Consortium Manager) to report to the Audit Committee on 
the performance of internal audit relative to its plan, including any significant risk exposures 
and control issues. The frequency of reporting and the specific content are for the Authority 
to determine. 

1.3 To comply with the above this report includes:-  

 Any significant changes to the approved Audit Plan; 

 Progress made  in delivering the agreed audits for the year; 

 Any significant outcomes arising from those audits; and 

 Performance Indicator outcomes to date. 

 

2. AGREED CHANGES TO THE APPROVED AUDIT PLAN 

2.1 At the meeting on 12 February 2014, the Annual Internal Audit Plan for the year was 
approved, identifying the specific audits to be delivered. Since then, come changes to the 
plan were reported to the Committee at the meeting in December, and this report now details 
further amendments that were needed to the plan. All changes are discussed and agreed 
with the Finance Manager (Deputy Section 151 Officer). 

 

Audit description Nature of the change 

BRK/15/05 Corporate Governance and 
Risk Management 

Initial meetings indicated that a review of the new 
board/working party arrangements, and 
associated TOR, agendas & minutes would be 
worthwhile. 

However these boards and working party’s were 
in the early stages of being bedded in and 
therefore it was agreed that this audit will be 
carried forward to the 2015/16 audit plan. The 
timing of the review will be brought forward to 
quarter 2 to minimise the gap between reviews of 
this important area. 

BRK/15/13 Culture, Leisure, Sports 
Development, Private Finance 
Initiative (PFI), Arts Development, 
Community Development and Grants 

The audit plans for Breckland were reviewed due 
to resourcing issues with the previous internal 
audit contractor, this audit was agreed to be 
deferred to 2015/16 and incorporated into the 
planned audit of Leisure in quarter 2.  

 

3.  PROGRESS MADE IN DELIVERING THE AGREED AUDIT WORK 

3.1 The current position in completing audits to date within the financial year is shown in 
Appendix 1 and highlights that the revised annual internal plan has now been completed.  
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3.2  Breckland Revenues and Benefits services (Housing Benefits, Council Tax and National 
Non-Domestic Rates) are provided through the Anglian Revenues Partnership (ARP), the 
internal audit of which is undertaken by West Suffolk Audit Services. This audit reviews the 
systems and processes in place for all members of ARP and provides conclusions to these 
reviews. The scope of the audits are discussed and agreed up front, with quality review 
undertaken by the Internal Audit Consortium Manager to ensure that reliance can be placed 
on the outcomes of the review, and the results then reported through to this Committee. 

 

4.  THE OUTCOMES ARISING FROM OUR WORK 

4.1 On completion of each individual audit an assurance level is awarded using the definitions 
shown in the table below. 

Good  There is a sound system of internal control designed to achieve the 
client’s objectives.  

The control processes tested are being consistently applied. 

Adequate  While there is a basically sound system of internal control, there are 
weaknesses, which put some of the client’s objectives at risk.  

There is evidence that the level of non-compliance with some of the 
control processes may put some of the client’s objectives at risk. 

Limited  Weaknesses in the system of internal controls are such as to put the 
client’s objectives at risk.  

The level of non-compliance puts the client’s objectives at risk 

Unsatisfactory  Control processes are generally weak leaving the processes/systems 
open to significant error or abuse.  

Significant non-compliance with basic control processes leaves the 
processes/systems open to error or abuse 

 

4.2 Recommendations made on completion of audit work are prioritised using the definitions 
shown in the table below. 

 

High A fundamental weakness in the system that puts the Council at risk. To be 
addressed as a matter of urgency, within a 3 month time frame wherever 
possible, or, to put in place compensating controls to mitigate the risk identified 
until such time as full implementation of the recommendation can be achieved. 

Medium A weakness within the system that leaves the system open to risk. To be 
resolved within a 4 – 6 month timescale. 

Low Desirable improvement to the system. To be introduced within a 7 – 9 month 
period. 

 
4.3 For West Suffolk Internal Audit Section, the following Opinion Definitions are used: 

 

Controls within the system provide assurance that the risks material to the achievement 
of the system objectives are adequately managed. 

Full Assurance No significant or fundamental recommendations to improve controls have 
been made  
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Substantial 
Assurance 

A small number of significant, but no fundamental recommendations to 
improve controls, have been made  

Limited 
Assurance 

A small number of fundamental, and also a number of significant 
recommendations to improve controls, have been made  

No Assurance A large number of both fundamental and significant recommendations to 
improve controls were proposed 

 
4.4 During the period covered by the report Internal Audit Services have issued eight final 

reports and the Executive Summary of these reports are summarised below. Reports are 
available on request. 

 Affordable Housing (BRK/15/04) 

The specific scope of this audit was requested by management to review the controls in 
place for managing Affordable Housing and to ensure that these were fit for purpose. On 
conclusion the systems and processes of internal control were, overall, deemed limited in 
managing the risks associated with Policies and Strategies, Record Management of 
Affordable Housing Options and S.106 Planning Agreements, however it was noted that all 
property had been appropriately allocated.  

This opinion is based on having raised three high and one medium priority 
recommendations. The high priority recommendations relate to the need to gain formal 
endorsement for the guidelines used to determine eligibility for shared equity housing and 
agree to its use going forward, to maintain a consolidated record of all affordable housing 
schemes currently in place and for going forward and to record more accurately and in 
greater detail decisions on eligibility for affordable housing in respect of shared equity 
schemes. Since the issue of the report all high priority recommendations have been 
addressed by management. 

 Creditors (BRK/15/06) 

The scope of the audit covered the following areas of Creditors to help confirm that the 
control environment is operating effectively and efficiently: policy, procedure and systems; 
ordering; creditors; and corporate procurement cards (P-Cards). 

As part of this review, Computer Assisted Audit Techniques (CAATs) were utilised, to 
efficiently test certain aspects of the ordering and payments process, specifically, to 
interrogate the payments system for duplicate payments and to establish the validity of 
payments where a purchase order had not been raised. Payments to consultants were also 
investigated to confirm compliance with HMRC requirements for the use of self-employed 
consultants, contractors and casual workers. 

On conclusion of the review a good assurance opinions was awarded, with only one low 
priority recommendation being agreed with management. No issues were found as a 
consequence of the testing on duplicate payments, payments without a purchase order or 
any non compliances with HMRC requirements for the engagement of self employed 
consultants / casual workers. 

 Procurement (BRK/15.07) 

The scope of this audit was tailored to focus the on ‘Delegated Decisions’ via the Council’s 
‘Delegated Decision Authorisation Record (Blue Form), confirming that the Constitution and 
these arrangements comply with the Department for Communities and Local Government’s 
(DCLG) recent Local Government Transparency Code 2014. The scope has been tailored to 
focus on the aforementioned areas due to recommendations made in two previous reports 
on Procurement, not having been fully implemented. 
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On conclusion of the review a good assurance was awarded with only one low priority 
recommendation with regard to updating the Constitution to be more explicit over the use of 
the ‘Blue Form’ when making executive delegated decisions in the procurement process. 

 ARP Governance (BRK/15/08) 

The audit covered the effectiveness and efficiency of controls operating around: Governance 
Provisions – Currently and to permit further expansion of the Partnership in the future; 
Delivery of Joint Committee and Operational Improvement Board Terms of Reference; 
Financial reporting provisions; and Systems of Risk Management. 

On conclusion of the review a good assurance was awarded, with one low priority 
recommendation relating to clarity over performance information reported to the Joint 
Committee. 

It is worth noting that some progress has been made on the strategic direction of the ARP 
since the last audit. Business cases were made in 2013 for two distinct models of service 
delivery; Lead Authority or Teckal Companies. Both business cases have been on hold, as 
due diligence process undertaken identified a potential issue with pension liabilities that 
could have a significant financial impact on Breckland DC and other partners, should either 
of the business models be pursued. Actuaries have been commissioned to investigate the 
impact of both models. Further discussions are due to be held by members of the Joint 
Committee to discuss the strategic direction going forward.   

 Work to Support the Annual Governance Statement (BRK/15/10) 
This audit is undertaken annually and reviews the key controls within the fundamental 
financial systems that inform the Statement of Accounts for year end. The audit has 
reviewed those systems that were not separately reviewed within year, and also carries out 
top up testing for those areas that were, as appropriate. The Council’s assurance framework 
is also reviewed. Positive assurances were concluded in all areas and one medium and one 
low priority recommendation raised and agreed with management. 

 Payroll and Human Resources (BRK/15/11) 

The audit covered; payroll (including; HMRC compliance, payment processing and 
reconciliations); human resources (including staff verification checks, staff appraisals and 
sickness monitoring); and officers’ expenses.  

During the year the Council changed payroll providers from SAP to iTrent. For the expense 
and travel claims control testing information from the old SAP system was not accessible, 
due to the Council having limited access rights. As no information was available for the first 
three months of the period (April – June), testing was not undertaken in this area, and 
therefore assurance over the controls cannot be provided. 

On conclusion of the review an adequate assurance opinion was awarded with four medium 
priority recommendations agreed with management to address control weaknesses. 

 Commercial Asset Management (BRK/15/12) 

An adequate assurance opinion was awarded on conclusion of this audit, and improvements 
are required in relation to; availability of documents detailed in the Corporate Asset 
Management Strategy; the profitability of individual assets and KPI’s not being reported 
consistently.  There is also a lack of approval for rental of properties below the market value 
and condition surveys for all the properties are heavily weighted in the coming year.  It 
should also be noted that a high proportion of the property portfolio (60%) have expired their 
agreed lease period. 

 Payroll and HR IT System (BRK/15/16) 

This audit reviewed the new iTrent system, specifically in relation to: access controls; data 
processing; management trails; backup and recovery; and support arrangements and 
change controls. 
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An adequate assurance opinion was concluded, with two medium and two low priority 
recommendations agreed with management. 

4.5 Also during the period covered by this report, the West Suffolk Internal Audit Section issued 
three final reports with overall conclusions as detailed below. Reports are available on 
request. 

 
Housing and Council Tax Benefit 
A “Substantial" level of assurance has been awarded - this means a small number of 
significant (but no fundamental) recommendations to improve controls have been made. 

 
Council Tax 
A “Substantial" level of assurance has been awarded - this means a small number of 
significant (but no fundamental) recommendations to improve controls have been made. 

 
National Non Domestic Rates (NNDR) 
A “Substantial" level of assurance has been awarded - this means a small number of 
significant (but no fundamental) recommendations to improve controls have been made. 

4.6 Three high priority recommendations have been raised during the period covered by this 
report, as detailed above in relation to Affordable Housing, all have since been actioned by 
management. 

4.7 Of the 11 reports issued during this period, 10 of these concluded in a positive opinion being 
awarded. As previously mentioned there was one audit whereby a negative opinion was 
awarded, however the issues raised have since been addressed by management resulting in 
no issues that would need to be considered at year end and included in the Annual 
Governance Statement. 

 

5. PERFORMANCE INDICATOR OUTCOMES 

5.1 The Internal Audit Service is benchmarked against a number of Performance Indicators as 
part of the Internal Audit Contract with Mazars. Actual performance to date against these 
targets is summarised below. 

 
5.2 Audit briefs should be issued 10 days in advance of an audit commencing; however for only 

38% of audits was this target met.  
 Once underway, 77% of audits were completed on time, with reasons for overruns being 

notified to the Internal Audit Consortium Manager. 
 Draft reports should be issued within 15 working days of completion of the audit, with only 

54% of reports meeting this deadline. Reasons for these delays relate to resourcing issues 
experienced in the second half of the contract with Mazars. 

 Finally, final report should be issued with 10 working days of issue of the draft report, and for 
54% of the audits this was achieved. There have been a few issues in getting management 
responses to recommendations, particularly in relation to IT audits whereby responses were 
also required from Norfolk County, which took time. The introduction of exit meetings under 
the new contract should alleviate this issue.  

 
5.3 On conclusion of all audits a feedback survey is issued to the key client. The survey asks for 

responses in relation to; audit staff, audit planning, delivery of the audit and audit reporting. 
On completion an overall score of poor (1) through to excellent (6) is reported. To date five 
surveys have been completed and an average score of good (5) achieved.  

 
5.4 In conclusion when performance is reviewed in this level of detail it is variable and simple 

issues can result in poor performance, however it is noted that resource issues with the 
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current contractor have had an adverse impact. .However the new contract, which 
commenced on 1 April 2015, takes a different approach to performance monitoring and has 
adopted the balanced scorecard approach. This brings with it a much more practical 
approach to performance management and one which will ensure a high quality service is 
provided by the contractor.  
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APPENDIX 1 – PROGRESS IN COMPLETING THE AGREED AUDIT WORK  

 

 

Audit No. Description of Audit Original 
Planned 

Days

Revised 
Days 

Planned

Days 
Delivered

Original 
Scheduling

Status Assurance 
Level 

applicable

Summary Report 
Details presented 

to Members

BRK/15/01 Private sector Housing, Disabled 
facilities grants, Improvement grants

10 10 10  May Final Report issued 27 May 
2014 

Adequate Audit Committee
12 December 2014

BRK/15/02 Data Protection, FoI,  Complaints 8 8 8 June Final Report issued 17 July 
2014

Good Audit Committee
12 December 2014

BRK/15/03 Localism & Communities 10 10 10 July Final Report issued 27 August 
2014

Adequate Audit Committee
12 December 2014

BRK/15/04 New Homes bonus,/Affordable Housing 
Initiatives/Home Options

10 10 10 October
January

Final Report issued 17 March 
2015

Limited Audit Committee
12 June 2015

BRK/15/05 Corporate Governance and Risk 
management

8 1 1 November
March

Audit deferred to 2015/16

BRK/15/06 Creditors - Electronic ordering, 
payments & insurance 

12 12 12 November Final Report issued 30 
January 2015

Good Audit Committee
12 June 2015

BRK/15/07 Procurement 12 6 6  November Final Report issued 28 
January 2015

Good Audit Committee
12 June 2015

BRK/15/08 ARP Governance 8 8 8 December
November

Final Report issued 13 
February 2015

Good Audit Committee
12 June 2015

BRK/15/09 Performance Management, Corporate 
Policy. Business Planning 

10 0 0 December Audit deferred to 2015/16

BRK/15/10 Work to Support the AGS 10 10 10 January Final Report issued 24 March 
2015

Various Audit Committee
12 June 2015

BRK/15/11 Payroll & HR 19 19 19 January Final Report issued 11 May 
2015

Adequate Audit Committee 
12 June 2015

BRK/15/12 Asset Management, Commercial & 
Industrial Property & Building Services

12 12 12 January
April

Final Report issued 12 May 
2015

Adequate Audit Committee
12 June 2015

BRK/15/13 Culture, Leisure, Sports Dev, PFI, Arts 
Development, Community Development 
& Grants

10 0 0 February Audit deferred to 2015/16

Systems audit follow up 8 8 8 2 x 6-monthly validation input
147 114 114 100%TOTAL PLANNED SYSTEMS AUDIT WORK

PLANNED SYSTEMS AUDIT WORK
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BRK/15/14 Virtualisation 12 12 12 June Final Report issued 6 August 
2014

Adequate Audit Committee
12 December 2014

BRK/15/15 BACS transfer system 6 6 6 May Final Report issued 9 July 
2014

Adequate Audit Committee
12 December 2014

BRK/15/16 Payroll/HR system 10 8 8 December
January

Final Report issued 30 March 
2015

Adequate Audit Committee 
12 June 2015

BRK/15/17 Environmental health system 10 0 0 February Audit cancelled
Computer audit follow up 4 4 3 2 x 6-monthly validation input

42 30 30 100%

Anglia Revenues and Benefits 
Partnership - Housing and Council Tax 
Benefit

15.5 15.5 15.5 Q3-4 Final Report issued 23 March 
2015

Substantial Audit Committee 
12 June 2015

Anglia Revenues and Benefits 
Partnership - Council Tax

12 12 12 Q3-4 Final Report issued 23 March 
2015

Substantial Audit Committee 
12 June 2015

Anglia Revenues and Benefits 
Partnership - National Non Domestic 
Rates

12 12 12 Q3-4 Final Report issued 23 March 
2015

Substantial Audit Committee 
12 June 2015

39.5 39.5 39.5 100%

228.5 183.5 183.5 100%

0 0 0 0%

228.5 183.5 183.5 100%

TOTAL PLANNED WORK

TOTAL OF EXTRA WORK UNDERTAKEN 

GRAND WORK TOTAL

EXTRA WORK REQUESTED

Additional Assurance Work being performed by St. Edmundsbury Borough Council on behalf of Breckland Council

PLANNED COMPUTER AUDIT WORK

TOTAL PLANNED COMPUTER AUDIT WORK


